BG AIRSOFT™ WAIVER and RELEASE
I ______________________ (please print your name), the purchaser of one or more products from
BG AIRSOFT™, hereby state and represent that:
1. I am 18 years of age or older.
2. I understand that it is my responsibility as the buyer, NOT BG AIRSOFT™, to ascertain, and obey all
applicable local, state, federal and international laws with regard to the possession and use of any item
sold by bgairsoft.com and BG AIRSOFT.
3. I understand that I am not permitted by law to remove any warning stickers, paint or markings on any
such products, that the removal of any such stickers, paint or markings is prohibited by law, and WILL
void all warranties.
4. I understand that applicable federal and/or state laws provide that the use of an Airsoft gun in a crime
may carry the full ramifications of a real firearm or weapon. I agree that I will use this product in a lawful
manner, and not in connection with any criminal offense or other crime. I agree to indemnify and hold
harmless BG AIRSOFT™ and its officers, owners and employees, from and against all liabilities,
damages, penalties, claims or other obligations arising out of my use and/or ownership of any products
sold by BG AIRSOFT™.
5. I understand that, unless otherwise noted in this waiver, products sold by BG AIRSOFT™ carry a 60
day 100% limited parts and labor warranty for manufacturer's defects and in-house modifications only.
Further, I understand that any alterations or modifications to the product in any respect by any person not
employed or authorized by BG AIRSOFT™, will cause all such warranties to be canceled and void.
For electric automatic Airsoft guns, the warranty is void if guns are used with anything less than 0.20g
bb's or any bb brands not endorsed or offered by BG AIRSOFT™. BG AIRSOFT™ shall not liable for
normal manufacturing variances, for customary variations from specifications, for imperfections inherent
in the process used, or for damages resulting from improper shipment, storage or use of goods. All claims
arising out of the sale of any products manufactured or sold by BG AIRSOFT™ shall be deemed barred
and waived unless made in writing, and presented to BG AIRSOFT™ within fourteen (14) days from the
date of purchase.
A. Gas, bb’s, individually sold internal mechbox replacement or upgrade parts are not warranted.
B. China-made “clone” guns are ONLY warranted as described above if an optional “BG AIRSOFT™
China Gun Warranty Protection” is purchased at time of sale. Otherwise, NO WARRANTY is expressed
or implied for “China guns” for any reason.
6. If I am not satisfied with the products purchased, I understand that I can contact BG AIRSOFT™ within
seven (7) days of receipt for a Return Authorization and receive full purchase price (minus 20%
restocking fee and shipping costs). I also understand that (I) except as expressly stated above, no other
warranties are applicable, and no other damages will be recoverable from BG AIRSOFT™; (I) in order to
receive a refund for any products, the product must be returned to BG AIRSOFT™ in excellent condition
and in its original state, unused and with all original boxes and packaging intact, and all manuals (if
applicable) complete of any product manufactured, sold or distributed by BG AIRSOFT™. Returns are not
accepted for consumable products such as gas and bb’s and for internal upgrade parts such as springs
and gear sets. Return Shipping Costs are not covered under our warranty or return policy.

7. This document is subject to occasional revisions and all new conditions and changes will supersede
any previous policies and conditions.

By signing this waiver form, I acknowledge that I have read and understand all of the warranties,
warnings and liabilities of the products offered by BG AIRSOFT™ and do not hold BG AIRSOFT™ or any
of its officers, members, managers, employees, or agents responsible for any claims and/or damages
suffered as a consequence of or legal actions arising from my purchase and/or use of such products.

Date ______________________

E-mail: _______________________

Order No: _______________________

Telephone: _______________________

Print Name ______________________

Signature: _______________________

Address: ______________________
______________________

